L0Ck D3-ICER
• Instantly thaws and de-freezes all types of frozen locks quickly
• Also lubricates internal lock mechanism
• Not harmful to automotive paint finishes
Suggested Application: Auto and home door locks, gas cap locks, bike rack locks, oar box locks
• 15 mL tube – carded
Part No. M2C-1.

SIL-GLYDE® – HIGH STRENGTH LUBRICATING COMPOUND
• A longer-lasting, high film strength lubricant
• for all surfaces, including: rubber, metal, wood, and glass
• Weatherproofs and performs from -29°C to 260°C
• Grease consistency stays put and won’t drip off like silicone oils
Suggested Applications: Trunk seals, rubber bumpers, speedometer cables, brake parts, window channels, hood strips and pads, rubber gaskets, and belts.

Part No. 1  Size
SG-4  111 g tube
SG-8  227 g tube

SILICONE BRAKE FLUID – DOT 5
• Reduces corrosion in the braking system
• Provides even braking performance in temperatures from -59°C to 316°C
• Recommended for Domestic, European, and Japanese Vehicles
• Excellent for motorcycles, heavy-duty vehicles, and trailer units

Part No. 1  Size
SBF-17  125 mL bottle
SBF-17  946 mL bottle

SIL-GLYDE® DIELECTRIC SPARK PLUG BOOT PROTECTOR
• Locks-out moisture
• Avoids stuck-on boots
• Enriched with moisture barriers, for a dry, moisture-proof environment
• Provides low cost, long term protection, prevents arcing, and maximizes sparking power
• 35.43 gram tube – carded
Part No. SPC-2.

KLEEN-FLO – Lubricants & Penetrants

PWD™
• Loosens, lubricates, protects, drives out moisture and prevents corrosion
• 312 g aerosol
Part No. 660.

KLEEN-SLIP SILICONE GREASELESS LUBRICANT
• A non-staining, greaseless lubricant that prevents squeaks and sticking on rubber, metal, wood, glass, etc.
• Operates from -40°C to 204°C
• 350 g aerosol
Part No. 742.

KLEEN-SLIP SILICONE CHAIN LUBE
• Lubricates, protects, disperses moisture and repels dirt in ATVs, motorcycles, bicycles and any chain driven applications
• Resists wash-off and cleans while you ride
• 250 g aerosol
Part No. 661.

KLEEN-SLIP SILICONE SPEEDOMETER LUBRICANT
• A non-staining, greaseless lubricant that prevents squeaks and sticking on rubber, metal, wood, glass, etc.
• Operates from -40°C to 204°C
• 350 g aerosol
Part No. 742.

HONEY GOO ALL PURPOSE PENETRATING LUBRICANT
• Penetrates, inhibits rust, protects, lubricates, prevents oxidation, repels water, displaces moisture, undercoats, and much more
• 330 g aerosol
Part No. 800.

HONEY GOO “XX” HEAVY-DUTY PENETRANT
• Creeps and attacks rust; frees frozen nuts
• For automotive, home, and industrial uses
• Leaves a long lasting film that conditions and penetrates after nuts/bolts are loosened
Part No. 803.

DRIVE BELT KLEEN
• Stops belt slippage and squeal
• Excellent for fan, alternator, power steering, and air conditioner drive belts
• 450 g aerosol
Part No. 762.

HONEY GOO CHAIN LUBE
• Lubricates, protects, disperses moisture and repels dirt in ATVs, motorcycles, bicycles and any chain driven applications
• Resists wash-off and cleans while you ride
• 250 g aerosol
Part No. 803.

HONEY GOO HOLISTIC RUBBER CARE
• Conditions any rubber component including weather stripping, sun roof seals, trunk lids, hoses and C.V. boots
• Eliminates frozen door seals and improves noise reduction and seepage
• Silicone free and biodegradable
• 185 g aerosol
Part No. 809.

HONEY GOO “XX” HEAVY-DUTY PENETRANT
• Creeps and attacks rust; frees frozen nuts
• For automotive, home, and industrial uses
• Leaves a long lasting film that conditions and penetrates after nuts/bolts are loosened
Part No. 803.

HONEY GOO "XX" HEAVY-DUTY PENETRANT
• Creeps and attacks rust; frees frozen nuts
• For automotive, home, and industrial uses
• Leaves a long lasting film that conditions and penetrates after nuts/bolts are loosened
Part No. 803.

ANTI-SEIZE & SEALING COMPOUND
• Prevents seizes of all threaded parts caused by heat, corrosion, friction, rust, etc.
• 275 g bottle
Part No. 810.

TEF-LUBE 2000
• Transparent heavy-duty PTFE penetrating gel
• A high pressure lubricant with high adhesive strength
• Resists water washout, prevents rust and corrosion
• 460 g aerosol
Part No. 813.

HONEY GOO "XX" HEAVY-DUTY PENETRANT
• Creeps and attacks rust; frees frozen nuts
• For automotive, home, and industrial uses
• Leaves a long lasting film that conditions and penetrates after nuts/bolts are loosened
Part No. 803.

QUIK PENETRATING SOLVENT
• Professional strength penetrating fluid “eats” through rust, paint, and corrosion to loosen bolts, nuts, screws, and pipe threads
• 285 g aerosol
Part No. 807.

DISC BRAKE QUIET
• Eliminates disc brake squeal caused by vibrations of brake pad
• Provides an extreme temperature and water resistant film of protection that dampens and absorbs chatter and vibration
• 118 mL bottle
Part No. 312.

EZE-SLIDE SILICONE BRAKE LUBRICANT
• Prevents corrosion of sliding caliper pins to keep brake pads from wearing unevenly
• 170 g tube
Part No. 331.

EZE-SLIDE CERAMIC BRAKE LUBE
• Brake squeal, noise and chatter are eliminated while critical brake components remain lubricated and corrosion free
• 236 g bottle
Part No. 332.

BRAKE-IN
• Prevents brake noise at the source
• Effective on all brake systems
• Temperature use range -100°C to 250°C
Part No. 333.